
www.forte-cultura.eu

FORTE CULTURA® is the European Culture Route for cultural heritage fortified monuments. It leads into the exciting world of “architectura militaris”, 
in its magnificent and often hidden buildings and in its diverse experience offers. Take part in festivals, concerts, family festivals or historic battles in 
original scenery, discover unknown stories. Visit modern museums with interactive exhibitions and multimedia shows. Be surprised by rich nature and 
enjoy wonderful views 

Certified Rhine Park Guide/ Biking and Hiking 
Tours / Nature Tours and Adventure Tours 
Im Storchennest 8
76872 Erlenbach bei Kandel

©Bodow

Duration: approx. 6 hours (length ca.47km) Price:21,00 € pp  (incl. admission Westwall Museum Bad Bergzabern)

Enquiries and reservations under:  +49 (0)7275 / 9193067 
kontakt@walter-touren.de

Meeting  point:  Trainstation, 76744 Wörth am Rhein 
Equipment: Bicycle suitable for riding on unpaved paths or mountain bike.
The organiser is the legal owner of the described offer and is solely liable for its contents.

Defence line after 1920

Siegfried Line Cycle Tour
with FORTE CULTURA guide Michael Walter 

Immerse yourself in the hidden world of defence lines and tank barriers with 
hump lines, wet and dry trenches, walls or blast funnels. Discover hidden 
protective structures from one-man bunkers to B-works.

Our bicycle tour starts at the railway station in Wörth am Rhein and follows 
the defence line of the West Wall (Siegfried Line) for about 47 kilometres to 
Bad Bergzabern, where we conclude with a visit to the West Wall Museum in 
a still preserved bunker complex. Afterwards, you have the option of taking 
the train back to Wörth. Alternatively, the tour can be done as a round trip 
from Kandel, in which case the total distance is about 67 kilometres.

It was learned from the experiences of the First World War that many 
soldiers were able to survive the bitter war of position because they were 
covered from enemy fire in the "Hindenburg Line", which was established far 
behind the front from 1916 onwards. Thus, construction of the western 
fortifications began in 1936 and continued until 1940. This was occupied by 
the Wehrmacht from August 1939 to June 1940. With the invasion of Belgium 
and France, the troops and large parts of the armament were transferred to 
the Atlantic Wall. The West Wall was only temporarily re-equipped with 
hastily assembled troops and weapons during the retreat battles in 1944/45.

Experience the fortress region and its charming landscape as part of the 
European Cultural Route of Fortified Monuments FORTE CULTURA®.

Fortified monuments full of life
The European Cultural Route Fortress Monuments - FORTE CULTURA® recommends:
Guided tours with FORTE CULTURA® guides

Organiser: Walter Touren

Michael Walter 
Guide with FORTE CULTURA® Certificate 
www.walter-touren.de

Exciting stories in mysterious architectures

Siegfried Line Cycle Tour 
The history of the West Wall from the Rhine to the Palatinate Forest
Tank ditch - tank wall - hump line - one-man bunker - blast funnel - bunker 
complex

mailto:tourist-info@germersheim.de
https://www.walter-touren.de/
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European Culture Route Fortified Monuments FORTE CULTURA® - Guides tours

Siegfried Line Cycle Tour
The history of the West Wall from the Rhine to the Palatinate Forest
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